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Abstract

The Smart Indonesia Card (KIP) scholarship program is a government scholarship program
through the Ministry of Religion of the Republic of Indonesia which is given to students who
have a good academic level but have a weak economic level. Sultan Syarif Kasim State Islamic
University, Riau accepts new students every year, but the quota for the KIP scholarship program
is limited. With the limited quota for the KIP program, a system is needed that is able to classify
submission data from students who register for the KIP program, so that the selection process can
be carried out, quickly, precisely, and in accordance with the required quota. In this study, the KModes and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) Algorithms were used by using the achievement
variables, report cards, and national exam scores when high school, father's income, parental
status, and homeownership status. Reprocessing is carried out before the testing stage, testing is
carried out by performing the initial stages, namely clustering using the K-Modes algorithm, then
validating or testing data by applying the Grid Search Cross-Validation (GSCV) method, and
finally predicting using the KNN algorithm. The test resulted in a performance value of 66.79%..
Kata kunci: scholarship, Classification, Clustering, Validation, Prediction
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Introduction

There is no term “poor children are prohibited from going to school or college” in this country.
Those who are less able and have achievements must continue to study up to the level of higher
education through the Smart Indonesia Program (PIP). PIP is assistance in the form of cash,
expansion of access, and learning opportunities from the government given to students and
students who come from families unable to pay for education. KIP Lectures are proof of the state's
presence to help its citizens obtain the right to higher education. The nation's children at collegeage do not lose hope to sit as low and stand as high. KIP College will ensure the continuity of
student studies and it is hoped that it will break the chain of poverty with the emergence of a
profile of the nation's children who are characterized, intelligent, and prosperous [1].
Sultan Syarif Kasim State Islamic University, Riau the registrants for the smart Indonesia card
scholarship program has increased from year to year, while the quota for the KIP scholarship
program is limited by the Ministry of Religion. The selection process for the KIP scholarship
program has so far been carried out in a semi-online and manual way, where students register for
the KIP registration application through the iRaise(academic information system) portal, then
after registration is closed, the KIP scholarship program manager will conduct an interview
process to validate the data. which has been filled in by the student who has registered, after the
verification process, then a manual selection will then be carried out to determine whether this
student is eligible or not to receive the KIP scholarship program.
With the manual selection system, the selection process becomes difficult and takes a long time,
with the manual system, the right system is needed to carry out the KIP scholarship program
selection process so that it can produce a fast and targeted selection process according to the
government's program in giving equal rights in terms of education.
The framework in this research is to combine the K-Modes clustering method to assign classes
based on cluster results. After the class is set, then validate or test the data by applying Grid Search
Cross-Validation. Finally, predictions will be made using the KNN algorithm. KNN is the best
prediction algorithm with a high level of efficiency when compared to other methods such as
Naive Bayes [2].
2.

Related Works

Govindarajan, [3]. With high data variance, KNN is highly recommended. KNN is an algorithm
that is very efficient in using resources but still produces predictions with high accuracy and
precision.
Tun, [4]. Similar to the research conducted by Govindarajan, [3], This study also applies KNN to
select prospective scholarship recipients. The advantages of KNN with low computation so that
it can be easily integrated with other applications. In this study, KNN was run using an application
built with the programming language C#NET.
Surarso, [5]. This research was carried out for the classification of the study program's work
budget. KNN is E-ISSN : 2798 – 4664 86 applied with validation with the K-Fold Cross
Validation method so that it gets a value for the performance of 77.96%.
Kurniadi, [6]. This work has the same purpose as the research to be carried out, namely predictions
for scholarship recipients at universities. The variables used in this work include; student name,
semester, GPA, Parent Income, and Dependents. Predictions by applying the KNN algorithm get
a performance value of 95.83%.
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Zhou, [7]. This research was conducted to analyze the advantages and disadvantages of the kmode algorithm on categorical data. By using the complex K-Modes Based on GlobalRelationship Dissimilarity (KMBGRD) dataset that has been analyzed previously, K-Modes
works very effectively and stably.
Chaturvedi, [8]. This study compares several cluster algorithms, including K-Means, K-Medians,
K-Modes. The performance of K-Means and K-Medians is limited in contrast to K-Modes which
can group more than 10,000 respondents and 100 more variables including 50 categorical data.
Inspired by some of the studies above, with our case, it is more appropriate if we apply the
clustering process using the K-Modes algorithm and the classification stages by applying the
KNN algorithm.
3.

Theoretical Basic

A. Program scholarship Kartu Indonesia Pintar (KIP)
The Indonesian Smart College Card, hereinafter referred to as KIP Lecture, is social
assistance in the form of tuition fees provided by the government to students who are
economically disadvantaged and have the good academic potential to continue their studies at the
diploma (D3) and undergraduate (S1) programs.
The requirements given by the Ministry of Religion to be able to take part in this KIP
scholarship program are as follows:
• New students graduated from MA/MAK/SMTK/SMAK/SMA/equivalent in the
current year and a maximum of 2 years before;
• Students who are currently studying in the previous year's batch;
• Has economic limitations but has good academic potential supported by valid
documentary evidence; and
• Not involved and/or indicated to participate in activities/organizations that are
contrary to Pancasila and the Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia as evidenced
by the signing of the integrity pact.
Proof of fulfillment of requirements:
• Economic limitations are evidenced by the ownership of a national assistance program
in the form of the Smart Indonesia Card (KIP) or Prosperous Family Card (KKS), or
Jakarta Smart Card (KJP).
• If a student does not have a KIP or a parent/guardian does not yet have a KKS, then
they can still register to get a KIP Tuition provided that they meet the requirements of
being economically incapable by the provisions, as evidenced by the combined gross
income of the parents/guardians of IDR 4,000,000.00 (four million rupiahs) or the
combined gross income of parents/guardians divided by the maximum number of
family members of Rp. 750,000.00 (seven hundred and fifty thousand rupiah).
• The final decision of the recipient will be taken by the respective PTK.
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B. Data Normalization
Normalization of data is needed in the preprocessing stage with the use of narrowing the
range of training data and distributing data evenly. In normalization, there are several techniques,
including min-max normalization, z-score normalization, decimal scaling and sigmoidal
normalization. In this study, the focus is on min-max normalization. The general equation for
min-max normalization is as follows [9]:

𝑉 ‘= The value of the new data is the result of normalization
𝑣 = Value of data before normalization
newmaxA = Latest maximum value limit
newminA = Latest minimum score
Max A = Maximum value in column
Min A = Minimum value in column
C. Algoritma K-Nearest Neighbor
KNN is one of the algorithms with the simplest and most intuitive technique in the field
of statistical discrimination. The process of calculating the Euclidean distance in this algorithm is
first to create a dataset from training data whose class has been known in advance, the next step
is that the dataset from the test data will be classified based on the closest distance from each
training data and depending on the value of k used. Euclidean equation to calculate the distance
between test data points and training data points where i is a representation of attribute values and
n attribute dimensions are shown in equation (2) [10].

d(x,y) = Euclidean distance between training data points x and test data
xi = Sample training data
yi = Testing Data
n = Dimension attribute
D. K-Modes Clustering
K-modes were first introduced by Huang as a clustering method which was developed
from the k-means method. Therefore k-modes are efficient like k-means but are used on
categorical data.
The following are the steps for k-modes clustering [11] :
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1. Select the starting mode some k
2. Allocate data objects to the nearest cluster based on a simple dissimilarity measure.
E-ISSN : 2798 – 4664 87
3. After all data objects have been allocated to a cluster, recheck the value of an object
against the mode. If a data object turns out to be the closest modelto be in another
cluster, move the object to the appropriate cluster and update the second mode of the
cluster.
4. Repeat Step 3 until no data objects change cluster.
4.

Research Methodology

A. Flowchart
The following is a flow chart of the research methodology carried out. This study aims to
provide an assessment of predictions in awarding KIP scholarships to new students

Figure 1. Flowchart research methodology
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Figure 1 shows some of the algorithms used in doing this research. The goal with a
combination concept like this is to increase the value of objectivity in the system for the selection
of KIP scholarship recipients.
B. Sources of data and research variables
The sample data in this study came from the Student Affairs section of the Sultan Syarif
Kasim State Islamic University, Riau in 2019/2020.
Variable data in this KIP dataset include ;

Figure 2. List of KIP dataset variables or columns

The description of the dataset is as follows:

Figure 3. Description of the KIP dataset

Based on Figures 2 and 3, it can be seen a list of variables will be used in the clustering
and classification process. And it can be seen also the spread of data for each variable.
5.

Research Methodology

In this section, the stages of the method used will be explained to obtain an accuracy
value from the prediction of the selection of KIP scholarship recipients.
A. Preprocessing
This stage is an important stage, where the status of the readiness of the dataset depends
on this stage. First, in this study, the data cleaning process will be carried out and then data
preparation and produce a table as shown in the following figure :
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Figure 4. Results from the preprocessing stage

B. K-Modes Initialization
After preprocessing the data, the next step is to determine the initialization of k-modes
that will be used for clustering. In this study, the initializations compared include Huang and Cao
initialization. Based on the lowest cost, then Cao initialization will be used.

Figure 5. Cao Initialization

Figure 6. Huang Initialization

C. Determination of the number of clusters
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Figure 7. Setting the number of clusters

Figure 7 is a visualization of the elbow method commonly used to determine the number
of clusters in the clustering process. According to the visualization, the best cluster is 3.
D. K-Modes Clustering

Figure 8. Results of the clustering process by K-Modes

Based on the results of the clustering above, it can be seen that the cluster_predicted
column has given a label according to each cluster.
E. Cluster identification
The following process is a process that must be carried out so that the results of the
clustering can be used in the classification process.
Before giving identity, it is necessary to analyze using visualization as reference material
for giving identity.
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Figure 9. Visualization of a cluster deployment on the status variable of kepemilikan_rumah column.

Figure 9 describes the distribution of data in each specific cluster for the
kepemilikan_rumah column status variable. It can be seen clearly that the majority of cluster 0 is
in part 1, namely the status of homeownership is private property. And it can be assumed that
cluster 0 is a student whose economic status is middle to upper, therefore cluster 0 is a group of
students who are not entitled to receive KIP scholarships.

Figure 10. Giving status to the class variable.

F. Min-Max Normalization F. Min-Max Normalization

Figure 11. Min-Max Normalization

This stage is carried out to normalize variable data so that the data range is narrower and
easier to analyze.
G. Validation with Grid Search Cross-Validation
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In the classification process, the validation process is a step that must be done. Validation
serves to maximize data sharing for further training and testing.

Figure 12. Grid Search Cross-Validation

H. Accuracy value

Figure 13. The level of accuracy of the method if not using validation.

Figure 14.The level of accuracy of the method if using validation Grid Search Cross-Validation.

6.

Conclusion

From the results of the research above, it can be concluded that testing the predictions of
students who are entitled to receive KIP scholarships using a combination method starting from
clustering, classification, and validation has an accuracy rate of 66.79%. The effect of validation
on the KNN classification method is very significant, the level of accuracy without the validation
method is 58.38%. The level of accuracy mentioned above is quite good for datasets with high
variance.
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